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Linear Programming problems in which some vagueness is supposed about the costs taking 
part in the objective function are considered in this paper. The main aim is to describe 
such problems and to give a resolution method being suitable for that kind of problems. 
As auxiliary problem for solving the former one, a multiobjective linear parametric program
ming problem is found. This auxiliary problem is obtained by means of the concept of , 
preferential cone. 

1. Introduction 

When in order to pose some problem, a decision-maker is asked about 
the value of a parameter c taking part in the problem, it is usual to 
obtain answers as: c is big enough, c is greater than c0 , c is about c1 , etc., 
that obviously shows some vagueness about the true value of c. 

To mathematically model the problem, perhaps a crisp version of it 
may be advantageous because of necessary tools for solving it will be 
conventional ones. However it seems reasonable to think that if the 
former problem has a vague formulation (either partial or total) this 
vagueness be considered in the mathematical version to pose. 

Since the seminal paper of RE. Bellman and L. A. Zadeh [1], fuzzy 
decision making problems received an outstanding attention. As is known 
Fuzzy Mathematical Programming problems are a particular case of those 
ones. In this way, problems with a fuzzy constraint set have been widely 
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studied ([3], [11], [15], [16], [12], [13], [7], .. . ). But the case in which 
the costs taking part in the objective function are fuzzy is less developed. 

Often decision-maker gives approximate estimates about the true values 
of the costs rather than the exact values of these. Moreover those 

. estimates can be given with some vagueness as was said at the start. In this 
case to consider the costs as fuzzy ones may be a very reasonable 
way to model the former problem. 

The main aim of this paper is to solve the Fuzzy Linear Programming 
(FLP) problem in which the costs are fuzzy ones with trapezoid membership 
functions. To do it, taking into account some results shown in [2] 
a Multiobjective Parametric Linear Programming (MPLP) problem will be 
derived. The parametric solution of this last problem will serve to give 
a fuzzy solution to the former fuzzy problem. 

2. Formulation of the problem 

Suppose a Mathematical Programming problem with a constraint set m 
the form 

X = { x E W / Ax ~ b, x ~ 0} 

with A and b being matrices m x n and m x l respectively. 
If decision-maker has a vague information about the costs taking part 

in the objective function, then it is natural to think he shall prefer 
to fix, for each cost, an interval containing the more possible values 
of those, i.e., for decision-maker it will be easier to say that ci is in interval 
[ri, Ri] than to determine the exact value of ci. 

Thus it is also reasonable to think that for decision-maker it will be 
not equal if the value of the cost be near to either the left or the right 
or the middle of the interval, that is, it is natural to suppose decision-maker 
can define in each interval taking part in the formulation of the problem 
a membership function explaining those options, 

Jl/R-+[0,1], jEN={1,2, ... ,n} 

These functions giving the fuzzy mathematical nature of the problem may 
be graphically described as in Fig. 1, and analytically can be expressed as, 

Jli (x) = 0 if Ri ~ x ~ ri 

hi (x) if ri ~ x ~ fi (1) 

1 if fi ~ x ~ cj 

gi (x) if Cj ~X~ Rj, jEN 
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hj ( ·) and qj ( ·), jEN, being strictly increasing and decreasing continuous 
functions, respectively. 

Hence, the FLP problem stated by decision-maker can be written as, 

(2) 

where cj, j EN, are vaguely stated estimates of the coefficients which are 
defined by means of membership functions like (1). Let it note that 
eventually some of these functions may be classical characteristic ones 
because of corresponding cost being non-fuzzy. 

ltj 

1 

Now, by taking 

Fig. 1 

Vc E W, c = (c 1 , ... , c,), .u (c)= I~f .uj (cj), j EN 
1 

.u ( .) defines a fuzzy objective which induces a fuzzy preorder in X as 
was shown in [13]. In consequence a fuzzy solution to (2) can be 
found from the solution of the MPLP problem, 

Max: c1 x 1 + ... +c, x, 
s.t. : 

.u(c);;=:; l-et 

x;;::; 0, cEW, etE[O, 1] 

Taking into account that 

.u (c);;::; 1-a~Inf .uj (cj) ;;=:; 1-a~ .uj (cj);;::; 1-a, j EN, et E [0 , 1] 
1 

then. from (1) it is obtained, that 

.uj(cj);;=:; 1-a~hj- 1 (1-a)~cj~gj- 1 (1-a), jEN 

and denoting cpj = hj- 1
, 1/Jj = g) 1 , j EN, problem (3) can be written as, 

Max {cxjxEX, cp (l-a)~ c ~ 1/1 (l-a), et E[O, 1]} 

where cp(·)=[cp 1 (-), ..• ,cp,(·)] and lj;(-)=[1/Jt(·), ... ,lj;,( ·)l 

(3) 

(4) 
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--------------------~--------------------------~--------

Furthermore if F(1-a), aE[O, 1], denotes the set of vectors cEW whose 
components ci are in the interval [cpi(l-a) , I/Ji(1-a)], jEN, (4) can be 
finally rewritten as, 

Max {cx/xEX, cEF (1-a), aE[O, 1]} (5) 

which for each aE[O, 1] is a Linear Multiobjective problem having in 
objectives costs that can assume values in respective intervals. 

Next section is devoted to development of a possible method of solution . 
to (5) which provides a fuzzy solution to the former problem (2). 

3. A solution method 

Suppose problem (2) and its parametric representation (5). Consider 
fixed a E [0, 1]. Such a problem will be denoted M,. It is evident that 
solution of M, is given by the x* EX such that, 

VcEF(1-y), VxEX=;.cx* ~ex 

As the umCity of that x* EX is not guaranteed, let S 1 -a denote the set 
of those points being solutions of M,, 

s 1 -a = { x* E X /V c Er (1- IX)' X E X ==;.. ex* ~ ex} 

Let it note that it is possible to obtain S 1 _, =~for some rxE[O, 1], but 
when a runs the unit interval, there is at least one value, e.g. rx = 0, 
for which S 1 _, =1= ~, except that the problem be unfeasible. 

Thus, in accordance with the Decomposition Theorem for fuzzy sets, 
it can be defined, 

which is a fuzzy set g1vmg the fuzzy solution to the former problem 
(cf. e.g. [10], [12]). 

Hence, to round off this approach, it remains to give a method 
obtaining for each rxE[O, 1] the solution S1 _". In order to do it, M" 
(always with fixed a) shall be rewritten in a more explicit way, 

Max: c1 X1 + ... +en Xn 

s.t.: 

Ax ~ b 

cpi(1 - a)~ ci~ tf;i(1-a) 

x~O 
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Thus Ma appears as a Multiobjective Linear Programming problem having 
one objective by each vector c Er (1- o:). 

Clearly, for any aE[O , 1], r (l-7.) eR" is a convex set with extremal 
points defined by those c Er ( 1- o:) such that its components are either 
in the lower or upper bound: cp.i (1-o:) or 1/J.i (1-o:), respectively. This 
characterization was studied in [2], although in a different context (for 
Linear Multiple Objective Programming problems with interval costs). 

Following [2], if 

V(c)= {xER"/cx~O} cET(1-o:) 

it is clear that V (c) is a cone. 
Likewise, 

V IT(1-o:)l = U V(c) cET(1-o:) 

ts a cone (the preferential cone of Ma)· 

Let £(1-o:) c T(l-o:) be the subset constituted by vectors whose r 
component is equal to either the upper or the lower bound of c.i, ljl.i (1-a) 
or cp.i(1-o:), jEN, that is, 

Then it is evident that the maximum number of elements in E ( 1- a) is 2". 
On the other hand, it is verified, [2], that 

V [T(1-o:)] = U V(c) cE£(1-a) 

what shows the finite subfamily of problems with costs c E E (1- o:), i.e., 
vectors of costs whose components are only in the upper or lower 
bound, it may be used to solve Ma rather than the complete (infinite) 

family involved by the said Ma· 

In accordance with that, Ma can be solved by means of the problem 

or more explicitly, 

Max: c1 x 1 + ... +en X 11 

s.t.: 

Ax ~ b 

x~O, cE£(1-o:) 

(6) 
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Max: (c 1 x, c2 x, ... , c2
" x)' 

s.t.: (7) 

x~O, c"E£(1-IX), k=1,2, ... ,2n 

which is a conventional Multiobjective Linear Programming problem. 
Thus the resolution of all problems in the family {Ma, IXE[O, 1]} 

can be carried out using (7) and considering IX E [0, 1] as a parameter, 
i.e., the fuzzy solution to (2) will be obtained from the solution of the 
MPLP problem, 

M . ( 1 2 2" )' ax. C X, C X, ... , C X 

s.t.: 

Ax ~ b (8) 

x~O, ckE£(1-IX) 

IX E [0, 1], k = 1 , 2, ... , 2n 

REMARK. Notice that several approaches can be considered to solve 
a Multiobjective Linear Programming problem. Since the aim of this paper 
is to give a mathematical formulation for the former fuzzy problem, this 
point will be not treated here, it will be the theme of a forthcoming 
paper. 

Finally notice that for (8) there can be defined, in accordance with the 
Decomposition Theorem for fuzzy sets, 

V~ U IX · V [T (1-IX)] 
11. 

which, because V [r (1-IX)] is a cone, is a fuzzy cone according to the 
corresponding definition given in [10] and that may be called the Preferential 
Fuzzy Cone corresponding to (2). 

Now all of this is clarified with a concrete problem. 

4. Numerical example 

Consider the following FLP problem with fuzzy objective, 

Max: z = c 1 x 1 +2x2 

s.t.: 

2x 1 - x 2 ~6 

x 1 +5x2 ~ 10 
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in which the fuzziness is supposed present in c 1 c R only, being measured 
by the membership function, 

Thus Ma will be, 

= X - 2 if 2 ~ X ~ 3 

p, 1 (x) = (5-x)/2 if 3 ~ x ~ 5 

= 0 

Max: c1 x 1 + 2x2 
s.t.: 

elsewhere 

2x 1 - x 2 ~ 6 

xt+5x2~10 

3 - o: ~ c 1 ~ 3 + 2cx 

Then, in this case, 

£(1 - o:)= {(3-o:,2),(3+2o:,2)} ctE[O, 1] 

and in accordance with (7) one has to solve, 

Max: [(3-o:) x 1 +2x2, (3+2o:) x 1 +2x2] 

s.t.: 

2x 1 -x2 ~ 6 

x 1 +5x2 ~ 10 

Xt,X2~0, ctE[O,l] 

which is a MPLP problem. 
Solving it by means of the Multicriterion Simplex Method, [14], 

one can obtain 

XI = 3.64, X~ = 1.27 
(9) 

z* (o:) = [13.45- 3.64o:, 13.45 + 7.27o:] 

which is the fuzzy solution to the problem. It is clear that this solution 
has a membership degree equal to one (The supremum of the respective 
degrees for which it is a solution). 

REMARK. Note that in this particular example, for any rx E [0, 1] (9) 

is an optimal solution in the classical sense for both objectives. However, 
this is not a very frequent case and thus, when the membership degree 
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of the optimal solution Js et.* < 1, one can to look for nondominated 
solutions in the interval (et.*, 1] by means of a nondominance test as is 
shown in [14]. 
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Niedokladne koszty w zadaniach programowania 
matematycznego 

Przedmiotem pracy S<! zadania programowania: liniowego, w kt6rych funkcja celu 

zawiera niepewne co do wartosci wsp61czynniki koszt6w. Celem artykulu jest analiza takich 
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zadan i podanie metody rozwii(zywania odpowiadajqcej tego typu zadaniom. Otrzymano 

zadanie wielokryterialnego parametrycznego programowania liniowego jako zadania pomocni

czego do rozwlqzywania zadania pierwotnego. To zadanie zostalo otrzymane przy uiyciu 

poj~cia stoika preferencji. 

HeTO'IHhle JaTpaTbl B Ja)J,a'lax MaTeMaTn'lecKoro 

nporpaMMHpOBaHHH 

f1 pe,!IMeTOM pa60Tbl 51B115110TC51 3a,!la'IH 11HHeHHOfO nporpaMMHpOBaHH51, B KOTOpb!X 

$yHKUH51 Ue11H CO,!IeplKHT COMHJ-!Te11bHble, B OTHOWemm 3Ha'leHHH, KOJ$$HUHeHTbl 3aTpaT. 

IJ,e11hl0 cTaTbH 51B1151eTc51 aHa11H3 TaKHX 3a,!la'! H npe,!lcTaB11eHHe MeTo,!la peweHH51, y.11o6Horo 

.1111 51 JToro THna 3a,!la'!. I1o11y'!eHa 3a,!la'!a MHoroKpHTepHa11hHoro napaMeTpH'IecKoro 11HHeii

Horo nporpaMMHpOBaHH51 B Ka<reCTBe BCTIOMOraTe11bHOH .111151 peweHH51 nepBH'IHOH 3a,!la'!H. 

BcnoMoraTe11bHa51 3a,!la'Ja 6bJ11a TI011y'leHa npH HCTI011b30BaHHH TIOH51TH51 KOHyca npe,!ITIO'!TeHHH. 




